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We have investigated the site-specific folding kinetics of a photoswitchable cross-linked ␣-helical peptide by using single 13C ⴝ 18O
isotope labeling together with time-resolved IR spectroscopy. We
observe that the folding times differ from site to site by a factor of
eight at low temperatures (6°C), whereas at high temperatures
(45°C), the spread is considerably smaller. The trivial sum of the site
signals coincides with the overall folding signal of the unlabeled
peptide, and different sites fold in a noncooperative manner.
Moreover, one of the sites exhibits a decrease of hydrogen bonding upon folding, implying that the unfolded state at low temperature is not unstructured. Molecular dynamics simulations at low
temperature reveal a stretched-exponential behavior which originates from parallel folding routes that start from a kinetically
partitioned unfolded ensemble. Different metastable structures
(i.e., traps) in the unfolded ensemble have a different ratio of loop
and helical content. Control simulations of the peptide at high
temperature, as well as without the cross-linker at low temperature, show faster and simpler (i.e., single-exponential) folding
kinetics. The experimental and simulation results together provide
strong evidence that the rate-limiting step in formation of a
structurally constrained ␣-helix is the escape from heterogeneous
traps rather than the nucleation rate. This conclusion has important
implications for an ␣-helical segment within a protein, rather than
an isolated ␣-helix, because the cross-linker is a structural constraint similar to those present during the folding of a globular
protein.
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I

n many biomolecular systems, large changes can take place in
response to a relatively small perturbation in the environment
such as a variation in temperature, denaturant concentration, or
the partial pressure of certain gases. Such an ‘‘all or nothing’’
phenomenon is termed a cooperative process. The classical
example of cooperativity is the binding affinity of oxygen
molecules to the four hemes of hemoglobin (1), which is a factor
100 to 1,000 times larger for the fourth oxygen molecule compared with the first. This leads to a sigmoidal dependence of
oxygen binding on oxygen partial pressure with a sharp transition
in a relatively small range of the latter. The folding of ␣-helices,
which constitute one of the predominant secondary structures in
many proteins, is often described in a similar manner (2): Once
an entropically expensive nucleation process has occurred, i.e.,
a first helical turn with a hydrogen bond is formed, the zipping
of additional hydrogen bonds is more likely because it is enthalpically favorable. A thermodynamic (statistical) treatment of the
process leads to so-called nucleation-propagation-models (or
zipper models), initially introduced by Zimm and Bragg (3) and
Lifson and Roig (4). A large number of thermodynamic studies
on ␣-helical peptides has been treated extremely successfully in
terms of these models (5–8).
Cooperativity implies that the free energies of the two states
of a system are balanced, however, in a way that enthalpic (⌬H)
and entropic (⫺T ⌬S) contributions are large and compete
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against each other, leading to a characteristic sigmoidal transition as a function of the external control parameter. Because, in
general, enthalpy and entropy vary in a nonsynchronous way as
a function of some order parameter, the resulting free-energy
surface ⌬G ⬅ ⌬H ⫺ T⌬S will be uneven and in most cases will
have a pronounced barrier. This is why this definition of cooperativity, which is based on thermodynamic arguments, often
also has consequences for the kinetics of the transition between
the two states. For example, in the classic case of oxygen binding
to hemoglobin, a two-state allosteric model (i.e., the MWC
model) can also explain the binding rate that increases with the
number of already bound oxygen molecules (1). Cooperativity in
protein folding reflects a two-state conformational distribution;
its investigation requires a rigorous analysis of the folding
transition (9). In the case of the helix–coil transition, high
cooperativity would imply that once the rate-limiting nucleation
step has occurred somewhere in the sequence, all subsequent
helical turns would form at essentially the same time. Then, one
common rate would be expected for all sites, corresponding to
the nucleation rate (the propagation rate would not be detectable because it is very fast). Indeed, temperature-jump experiments on helix folding have successfully been described by
‘‘kinetic-zipper’’ models (10, 11), in which thermodynamic states
of a nucleation-propagation model are linked by rate constants.
However, because the cooperativity of isolated ␣-helices is weak,
in particular when they are short, they do not fold in a two-state
fashion, but rather with biexponential kinetics resulting from the
coupling between nucleation and the only slightly faster diffusive
elongation (10, 12).
It has recently been argued that even proteins that appear to
be two-state folders can in fact be much more complex when
reporting the folding free-energy surface on the level of individual protons by using NMR chemical-shift spectroscopy (13).
IR spectroscopy together with site-selective isotope labeling
offers the time resolution to perform site-selective folding
studies also in a kinetic sense, even for the much faster folding
of secondary structure motifs. The amide I⬘ (C ⫽ O stretch)
vibrational mode is very sensitive to hydrogen bonding and
dipole–dipole coupling among different peptide units (14), and
isotope labeling of the carbonyl groups allows one to spectrally
single out individual amino acids (12, 15). Gai and coworkers
(12) demonstrated by 13C ⫽ 16O labeling of groups of four
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Fig. 1. Photoswitchable peptide and its steady-state spectra at room temperature. (A) Schematic drawing of the photoswitchable peptide in its cis
(Left) and trans (Right) conformations. (B) CD-spectra of the peptide in its
complete trans and cis states at room temperature. (C) The helicities in the cis
and trans conformations at various temperatures. The trans spectrum was
obtained in darkness, and the cis-spectrum was obtained under 365-nm
illumination together with an estimate that 75% of the molecules are in the
cis conformation (based on the UV-vis absorbance difference). (Inset) The first
derivative of the trans CD data reveals the inflection point. (D–I) FTIRdifference spectra between the trans (under 436-nm illumination) and cis
state (under 365-nm illumination) of each peptide at room temperature.
Shown are the difference between not-labeled (NL) and labeled (LX, labeled
at residue X) samples taken from the FTIR-spectra (thin black line) and from
the late delay-time pump-probe spectra 30 s after photoswitching (thin blue
line). The arrows point to the frequency position from which the site-specific
kinetics has been extracted.

subsequent alanines that the relaxation rates vary by ⬇10%
throughout the sequence. This result points to a more complex
behavior of ␣-helix folding. Nevertheless, such a small degree of
heterogeneity could be still modeled in the framework of
nucleation-propagation models, taking into account positiondependent parameters for the different amino acids in the
heteropolymer (16). However, as we will show, labeling of
groups of several subsequent amino acids might still be too
coarse-grained. If the kinetics in various sections of the peptide
differ, one might expect variations even on the single amino acid
level. Indeed, by using 13C ⫽ 18O double labeling of a single
Ihalainen et al.

Results and Discussion
Noncooperative Helix Folding. Fig. 1C shows melting curves de-

duced from the fractional helicity at 222 nm [assuming [⌰]222 ⫽
⫺32,000 deg cm2/dm for the ellipticity of a fully folded helix
(34)]. Within the limited temperature range, the sigmoidal
dependence of the folding transition is hardly visible (see Fig. 1C
Inset). Nevertheless, the helicity in the trans conformation varies
slightly more than the relative temperature change (⌬T/T ⫽
24%), hence we conclude that some small degree of cooperativity still remains, in the sense that folding enthalpy and folding
entropy compete against each other. A comparison with melting
curves from similar but nonlinked peptides (34, 35), which are
steeper, indicates that the linker reduces the conformational
flexibility of the unfolded ensemble and, hence, diminishes the
entropic penalty of folding. It should be noted that the folding
rates we observe for the azo-linked peptides (19, 20) are similar
to those found in temperature-jump experiments of comparable
unlinked peptides (10, 12, 36, 37) (a one-to-one comparison is
PNAS 兩 July 15, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 28 兩 9589
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amino acid in a small helix bundle protein, Dyer and coworkers
(17) obtained considerably different melting curves and considerably different complex folding kinetics for that particular site,
compared with the averaged signal.
As an alternative approach to study ␣-helix folding, we
recently started to employ an azobenzene moiety as a photoswitchable structural constraint (see Fig. 1A) (18–20). Two
cysteines are cross-linked in such a way that the azo-moiety in the
trans (cis) conformation stabilizes (destabilizes) the helix, as
deduced from CD spectroscopy (Fig. 1 B and C). This allows one
to monitor both the folding and the unfolding direction of one
and the same molecule at identical temperatures. We observed
stretched exponential kinetics in both directions (20), in disagreement with the prediction from nucleation-propagation
models that would reveal compressed exponential kinetics in the
folding direction (21) (in fact, compressed exponential response
has already been obtained in figure 10 of ref. 10, however,
remained undiscussed). We therefore speculated in our previous
work that the rate-limiting step in folding of our model systems
is the escape from misfolded traps, which are consistently
obtained in full-atom molecular dynamic (MD) simulations of
small peptides (22–29).
Here, we present a comprehensive set of kinetic data of the folding of a photoswitchable ␣-helix (Ac-AACAK 5 AAAAK 10
AAACK15A-NH2) on the single amino acid level by employing
13C ⫽ 18O labeling of an alanine-rich peptide, revealing strong
variations in the folding kinetics and their temperature dependence along the sequence. The interpretation of the experimental data are corroborated by multiple implicit solvent (30) MD
simulations (31) of folding of a similar cross-linked peptide (i.e.,
Ac-AACAR5AAAAR10AAACR15A-NH2) at low and high temperatures, and their network analysis (22, 29). Nonequilibrium
MD simulations of an eight-residue cyclized peptide immersed
in dimethyl sulfoxide have been published recently (32, 33) but
those studies focused on the contributions to the frequency shift
and did not mention pathways and kinetics of (helical) folding.
The atomistic detail of the MD simulations and the large
sampling of folding events (100 MD runs for a total of 0.4 ms)
allow us to directly extract the conformational distribution from
the trajectories. The comparison of experimental data and
simulation results shows qualitatively similar folding kinetics and
temperature dependence. Our analysis provides strong evidence
that (i) the azo-cross-linker stabilizes kinetic traps originating
from nonnative contacts that are nonexistant in isolated helices
and that (ii) the azo-cross-linker finally destroys the already weak
cooperativity of isolated ␣-helices. The analysis of the photoswitching simulations provides insights, at the atomic level of
detail, on the folding mechanism and thereby explains the kinetic
traces measured experimentally.
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not possible because the sequences used in temperature-jump
experiments are typically a bit longer) and that the amino acid
sequence determines the folding rate to a significant extent.
That is, at room temperature, the folding rate is 1,200 ns
for Ac-EACAR5EAAAR10EAACR15Q-NH2 (19), 700 ns for
Ac-AACAR5AAAAR10AAACR15A-NH2 (20), 600 ns for AcAACAK5AAAAK10AAACK15A-NH2 (this study), and 2,200 ns
for Ac-EMCAR 5 EMA AR 10 EMACR 15 Q-NH2 (data not
shown). This variability indicates that interactions among the
amino acid side chains and with the cross-linker may act as traps
that are, indeed, rate determining.
Stationary FTIR-difference spectra between the two conformations of the photoswitchable helix are shown in Fig. 1 D–I. Upon
folding, the unlabeled amide I⬘ band red-shifts with a positive signal
⬇1633 cm⫺1 and a negative signal with additional substructure
⬇1655 cm⫺1 and 1680 cm⫺1, reporting on an overall strengthening
of hydrogen bonding (14). Additional small bands are observed at
lower frequencies that originate from both the ring modes of the
azo-moiety (1,602 cm⫺1 and 1,580 cm⫺1) (20) and from the isotope
labels. By subtracting the FTIR-difference spectrum of the nonlabeled compound (termed NL throughout the text) from that of
isotope-labeled compounds (termed LX, where X is the labeling
position counted from the N terminus), the contributions of the
latter can be isolated. As expected, they are downshifted by ⬇65
cm⫺1 from the main band, exhibiting a dispersive shape with a sharp
and distinct positive contribution in either case, whereas the negative contribution is, in general, broader and less clearly identified
(see arrows in Fig. 1 D–I). The one notable exception is L7, which
shifts to higher frequencies upon folding of the ␣-helix (Fig. 1F),
opposite to all other residues. Because the frequency of the 13C ⫽
18O vibration is related to the strength of hydrogen bonding, the
only conclusion can be that hydrogen bonding of this particular site
is stronger in the ‘‘unfolded’’ ensemble.
In the time-resolved experiments, helix folding is initiated by
a subpicosecond laser pulse isomerizing the azo-photoswitch,
and the formation of individual hydrogen bonds is detected in
the amide I⬘ region as a function of time (19, 20). To single out
the contribution from the isotope label, difference spectra
between nonlabeled and labeled samples had to be taken.
Furthermore, to suppress temperature-induced baseline effects,
two kinetics were collected for each sample (Fig. 2 A and B; NL,
open circles; L1, filled circles) at the frequency positions with the
biggest deviations between nonlabeled and labeled sample (left
and right from the 13C ⫽ 18O vibration, as indicated by arrows
in Fig. 1). The result of subtracting the normalized signals from
NL and L1 is shown in Fig. 2C (normalization was performed
according to concentration obtained from the UV-vis spectrum
and excitation power), and the difference between the traces at
the two frequencies is shown in Fig. 2D. This ‘‘difference of
difference signal’’ constitutes the site-selective folding trace and
can be fitted (within signal-to-noise) with a single-exponential
function shown as a solid line in Fig. 2D for L1. We note also that
the difference–difference signals of the late time transient
experiment agree with that from the FTIR-experiment (Fig. 1),
validating the correctness of the background subtraction procedure. The site-selective folding traces labeled at all other positions are shown in Fig. 2 E–J. The immediate observation is that
the rates scatter quite substantially without clear correlation
between neighboring sites (Fig. 3A), thus, each peptide unit
behaves independently, or noncooperatively. As a general trend,
the signal is larger in the middle of the peptide, and sites 4, 7, and
9 reveal the most dominant signals (however, note again that L7
exhibits kinetics in the opposite direction; Fig. 2F). In line with
other studies (e.g., ref. 38), a so-called ‘‘end-fraying effect’’ is
observed as evidenced by smaller signals at the C and N termini.
As a matter of fact, one would not expect any response from L13
and L16 at all, because they cannot form ␣-helical hydrogen
bonds even in the folded conformation, and indeed, the signals
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Fig. 2. Site-specific folding signals at 19°C. (A and B) Kinetic traces of the L1
and NL at 1,564 cm⫺1 (A) and at 1575 cm⫺1 (B). (C) The difference of the L1 and
NL signals at these wavelengths. (D) The difference between the resulting
signals together with its single exponential fit (solid line). (E–J) Site-selective
folding signals of the other sites. The solid lines are single-exponential fits of
the curves with the resulting time constant indicated.

are extremely small. Interestingly, the rates are correlated with
the amplitudes of the corresponding signals (Fig. 3A); thus, the
larger the driving force, the faster hydrogen bond formation.
Temperature Dependence. It is useful to plot the rates of folding

of individual sites (i.e., the rates of helical hydrogen bond
formation of individual backbone carbonyl groups) against
reciprocal temperature, as measured by the isotopically labeled
peptides (Fig. 3C). The individual sites exhibit considerably
different temperature dependencies. The spread of rates is
clearly bigger at low temperatures (a factor of approximately
eight at 6°C), whereas they approach each other at higher
temperatures (a factor of two at 45°C). Interestingly, summing up
all site-signals with their relative intensities, the kinetics of the
unlabeled band can be reproduced remarkably well (Fig. 3E).
This result shows that our set of single-site labeled peptides
represents the overall folding kinetics very well and, more
importantly, that the averaged kinetics is just a trivial sum of the
individual contributions. The average folding time of the NL
peptide increases from approximately  ⫽ 240 ns to  ⫽ 1,290 ns
when lowering the temperature from 45°C to 6°C and becomes
more stretched with a stretching factor that decreases from ␤ ⫽
1.00 to ␤ ⫽ 0.71 (fitting it with a function ⬀ exp[⫺(t/)␤]) (19, 20).
The larger spread of rates reveals stretched exponential kinetics
at low temperatures, whereas the more uniform values at higher
temperatures result in a close to single-exponential response.
Qualitatively speaking, the MD simulations reveal very similar
results. Just as in the experiment, the folding rates and amplitudes vary strongly from site to site (Fig. 3B), with a fraying effect
toward the ends and a dip in the folding amplitudes in the middle
Ihalainen et al.
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Fig. 3. Summary of the experimental (A, C, and E) and MD (B, D, and F)
results. (A and B) Amplitudes (upward, red) and corresponding rates (downward, blue) at 19°C (A) and 8°C (B). Note that site 7 in the experiment, and sites
13–16 in the MD simulations, have inverted amplitudes. (C and D) Siteselective folding rates as a function of inverse temperature. In D, black circles
are used for residues not measured experimentally. (E) Sum of all site signals
(symbols) and amide I⬘ signal of the nonlabeled peptide (solid lines) at 6°C,
19°C, and 45°C. (F) Average number of hydrogen bonds along the MD simulations: 100 MD runs at 8°C with stretched exponential fit h(t) ⫽ 13.6 ⫺
1.6exp(⫺t/29 ns)0.39 (blue), 50 MD runs at 57°C with single-exponential fit
h(t) ⫽ 12.2 ⫺ 1.4exp(⫺t/6 ns) (red), and 50 MD runs of peptide without
cross-linker at 8°C with single-exponential fit h(t) ⫽ 13.6 ⫺ 0.9exp(⫺t/2 ns)
(magenta). The standard deviations are almost all ⬍0.3 units. The experimental data in E are normalized, and the background has been removed, whereas
the corresponding MD data in F are on their original scale.

of the helix (albeit not exactly at the same position). Also the
temperature dependence observed in the MD simulations is in
qualitative agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 3D),
despite the larger spread of individual-residue rates, which is
likely to originate mainly from the low friction coefficient [see
supporting information (SI) Text]. Quantitative agreement is not
expected because of the approximations inherent to the force
field and implicit solvation model as well as the slightly different
amino acid sequence. As an example, the fastest rate observed
in MD (L13, blue square symbol in Fig. 3D) is the slowest in the
experiment (Fig. 3C), which is in part a consequence of the very
small amplitude. Nevertheless, essentially the same overall folding kinetics and temperature dependence emerge from the
analysis of the MD simulations in terms of total number of
hydrogen bonds involving carbonyl groups (Fig. 3F), which is the
MD observable closest to the experimental signal. The folding
signal from the MD runs at low temperature shows complex
kinetics, clearly deviating from single-exponential behavior.
There are indications for deviations from single-exponential
response even on the single-site level in both the experimental
(Fig. 2) and the MD data (Fig. S3 and Tables S2 and S3),
however, because of limited signal-to-noise, we do not discuss
them in detail. Nevertheless, the largest contribution to the
Ihalainen et al.

Origin of Complex Kinetics Explained by Network Analysis of MD
Trajectories. In the example of oxygen binding to hemoglobin,

cooperativity implies that the first step is the rate-limiting step (1).
If the same were true for the folding of our photoswitchable ␣-helix,
one common rate would be expected for all sites corresponding to
the rate-limiting nucleation step. Such a common rate is not
observed; instead, each amino acid site responds individually,
reporting on various escape rates from different partially folded or
trap states. The averaged signal obtained from the main band is
then a nonspecific sum of these rates, and hence, the folding of the
cross-linked ␣-helix is definitely not cooperative in the kinetic sense,
although, from thermodynamic considerations (Fig. 1C), one might
still deduce some degree of cooperativity. The complexity of the
folding process is masked in an averaged signal, as suggested by
previous atomistic simulation studies (22, 23), which have demonstrated that projecting the free energy on a single progress variable
based on geometry, e.g., number of native contacts or rmsd from
native, is not consistent with the complexity of the actual freeenergy surface (25). Note that these projections (histogram-based
free-energy profiles in Fig. S4) do not reveal any rate-limiting
barrier for the photoswitchable ␣-helix.
The agreement of the MD results with the experiment justifies
drawing detailed conclusions from the former. To that end, the
folded (i.e., fully ␣-helical) state, and the most populated
metastable states, can be isolated by grouping conformations
according to fast relaxation along the MD trajectories, a procedure called kinetic grouping analysis (29). The advantage of this
procedure with respect to a simple projection onto one or two
progress variables is that structures (i.e., coordinate sets) are
grouped into free-energy minima, not according to geometric
characteristics, but rather according to the dynamics. The network analysis shows that escape from traps with a mixture of loop
and helical content is rate limiting and that there are multiple
parallel folding channels originating from a kinetically partitioned unfolded state (Fig. 4). The kinetic grouping analysis,
using secondary structure strings (39), reveals that, of the four
main folding channels, one starts from within the helical basin,
whereas the remaining three start from the following metastable
states: two C-terminal ␣-helical turns formed (Fig. 4B), only
N-terminal ␣-helical turn formed (Fig. 4C), and only one
C-terminal ␣-helical turn formed (Fig. 4D). The unfolded state
is kinetically partitioned so that the traps are connected to the
one folded state in a star-like manner, and the folded basin acts
as a hub (22) for the interchange between misfolded or partially
folded states. An example is shown in Fig. 4D where, starting
from the trap with only the C-terminal turn formed, the peptide
first reaches the fully ␣-helical state and then unfolds to a
structure with broken N-terminal turn (as seen from the decreasing brightness of the yellow coloring of the nodes along this
pathway). Importantly, different channels have barriers of different heights (Table S1), with rates ranging from ⬇1/(10 ns) for
folding from the helical basin (green in Fig. 4A) to ⬇1/(1,000 ns)
for folding from the structure with only N-terminal turn formed
(cyan in Fig. 4A). Therefore, the spread observed in the sitespecific rates originates from the heterogeneous degree of
formation of individual helical hydrogen bonds in different traps.
PNAS 兩 July 15, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 28 兩 9591
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nonexponentiality of the overall signal originates from the
spread of rates rather than from the nonexponentiality of the
individual signals. Moreover, just as in the experiment, faster
folding and single-exponential behavior are observed in the MD
runs at high temperature (Fig. 3F, red). In particular, the ratio
of folding times at low vs. high temperature is close: 29:6 in the
simulations of the cross-linked peptide and 1,290:240 as measured experimentally. Finally, we simulated folding of the peptide without the cross-linker (Fig. 3F, magenta, an ‘‘experiment’’
that can only be performed on the computer) and obtain
single-exponential response even at low temperature.
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weight, and only the 1,387 nodes with at least 200 snapshots (⬇96.7% of total sampling) are shown to avoid overcrowding. (A) The free-energy basins, i.e., native
(green nodes) and metastable states [identified by kinetic grouping analysis (29) using a commitment time of 10 ns to group conformations that interconvert
rapidly], are shown with different colors, and their characteristics are listed in Table S1. Within each basin, nodes and intrabasin links are shown with the same
color, and interbasin links are colored in gray. White diamonds indicate the starting points of 82 of the 100 folding runs, whereas the remaining 18 runs reached
directly the most populated node (i.e., fully formed ␣-helix, large green circle) and are not shown. An enlarged version of the network is shown in Fig. S2. (B–D)
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Representative structures of the folded state and each metastable state are shown by flexible tubes of variable diameter reflecting conformational disorder, with
␣-helical turns in green, loop segments in gray, N terminus in blue, and cysteine side chains in yellow for emphasizing the position of the linker.

The interpretation of the experimental data, thanks to the
folding mechanism and pathways extracted from the MD simulations, provides strong evidence that the rate-limiting step of
helix folding (at low temperature) is exactly the escape rate from
a few metastable states (some of them stabilized by nonnative
contacts) rather than the commonly assumed nucleation step.
Conclusion
The kinetics and mechanism of folding of a photoswitchable
cross-linked ␣-helix have been investigated by a combined
experimental–simulation study. At low temperatures, the hydrogen bond formation rates of different sites scatter by almost one
order of magnitude, whereas they approach each other at higher
temperatures. The spread of rates is significantly larger than the
10% effect observed for an isolated helix (12) and appears to be
too large to be consistent with conventional nucleationpropagation models along the lines of ref. 16. Furthermore, with
group L7, we directly observe a nonnative contact in the
misfolded ensemble, the existence of which, however, is neglected in nucleation-propagation models. On the other hand,
good agreement with an all-atom MD simulation is obtained,
which justifies drawing interpretations at atomic resolution from
the MD results. Notably, the MD analysis unmasks discrete traps
(i.e., nonnative free-energy basins) along parallel folding pathways, which render the overall kinetics nonexponential. The
cross-linker actually stabilizes these traps, as observed from the
difference in response in MD runs with and without cross-linker
(Fig. 3F). However, in contrast to previous studies, where
noncooperative folding has been interpreted as barrierless folding (40, 41), we argue here that a completely different scenario,
i.e., a few traps in the unfolded state that are separated from the
9592 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0712099105

native basin by barriers of different heights, may lead to a similar
noncooperative behavior. This scenario (with barriers of different heights) is different from a barrierless landscape, but they
share a higher population of conformations with intermediate
compactness with respect to the two-state behavior (42).
Isolated ␣-helices fold in a marginally cooperative manner, as
seen by the somewhat steeper melting curve (34, 35) than in Fig. 1C
and the only small variation of folding rates along the peptide chain
(12). If ␣-helix folding were cooperative, one could think of it as
binary (all or nothing) when studying the folding of tertiary
structures in larger proteins. However, addition of an azo-crosslinker as a switchable structural constraint finally destroys the
already weak cooperativity of isolated ␣-helices. Structural constraints of this sort might also exist for a helical segment in a larger
protein by the very fact that the helix is connected through the
backbone to the rest of the polypeptide chain, and its flexibility is
restrained by tertiary contacts with other pieces of the protein. As
such, the folding of secondary and tertiary structures cannot be
thought of as decoupled. Paradoxically, the folding of the crosslinked ␣-helix might be closer to the natural situation inside a
globular protein than that of an isolated helix.
Materials and Methods
Experimental. Synthesis of the molecule, Ac-AACAK5AAAAK10AAACK15A-NH2,
cross linked by a azo-moiety acting as a photoswitch and with 13C ⫽ 18Olabeled alanine at eight different positions, was performed as described (18).
IR pump-probe spectroscopy with delays ranging from 10 ps to 40 s was
performed by using two electronically synchronized Ti:S laser systems, one of
which was frequency doubled to generate pump pulses at 420 nm and the
second pumped an IR-OPA to obtain broadband IR probe pulses (19, 20).
Computational. MD simulations were performed by using the CHARMM program
package (31) using standard procedures and an implicit solvent (30). The force
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For a more detailed account of materials and methods, see SI Text.
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field parameters for the azo-moiety were derived from the PARAM19 for the
amide backbone and phenyl ring of Phe as well as from ref. 43 for the dihedral
angles of the central N ⫽ N bond (Fig. S1). An equilibrium ensemble with the
cross-linker in the cis conformation was sampled by two runs of replica exchange
MD (44). After instantaneously switching the torsional potential of the central
N ⫽ N bond to one that strongly favors the trans-configuration, ensembles of
nonequilibrium Langevin dynamics runs of 4 s each were started from the cis
equilibrium ensemble at both 330 K and 281 K. Network analysis (22, 29) of the
resulting nonequilibrium trajectories was supported by the program WORDOM
(45). Because of the implicit solvent model, both the absolute temperatures and
rates are somewhat arbitrary. In the comparison with the experiments, we
therefore focus on trends, rather than the absolute values.
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